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ABSTRACT

Artificial intelligence (AI) and big data projects have been the focus of discussion to improve the learning experiences and outcomes. Based on a mapping of 980 articles, this article conducts a systematic review of educational research related to big data and AI by using VOSviewer. This article mainly examines three aspects: main sources, disciplines, and keywords. It identifies several research clusters (e.g. multidisciplinary, education technology, and information) and main research topics such as learning analytics, intelligent tutoring systems, and collaborative learning, higher education, etc. The systematic mapping of the literature contributes to the groundwork for educators, researchers, and policymakers for further research, curriculum and policy work.
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1. INTRODUCTION

As our everyday life involves multiple digital and networked services, our learning environments and experiences are expected to undergo a digitalization and digital transformation processes, including those advanced by the latest big data and artificial intelligence (AI) technologies and applications. For example, the issues of education technology, such as personalized learning[1], are expected to be discussed with the emergence of intelligent learning systems that are designed to improve cooperation ability and learning efficiency[2,3]. For another, the development of machine learning and big data technology also brought more possibilities for medical treatment and health[4], for predictions and interventions[5]. Such AI and data-driven processes for better learning experiences are expected to be critical for education, when the COVID-19 outbreak has affected 91% of students worldwide[6].

Related research in the education field has been conducted, with the aim to better understand the relationships between AI, data analytics, and education. Such research development includes work on educational data infrastructure[7], data institutional framework[8,9], curriculum development[10], literacy education[11], and ethical issues surrounding using machine learning[12]. However, there is currently a little systematic review of this research area. Thus, it is essential to systematically review the latest educational research results on big data and AI. The purpose of this article is to provide such a roadmap for researchers, application designers, curriculum and course designers, and policymakers to identify the latest scientific development and discussions on the subject. Such a groundwork is essential to guide big data and AI development for learning research and practices.

2. DATA AND METHODS

In order to retrieve the relevant education research from the Web of Science (WoS) database, we used the query:

- SU="Education & Educational Research" OR WC=""Education & Educational Research" OR "Education, Scientific Disciplines" OR "Education, Special" OR "Psychology, Educational") AND TS = ("artificial intelligence" OR "machine learning" OR "big data")

In addition to the topics (see field tag TS above), we used the Web of Science Category (field tag WC) and research area (field tag SU) to limit the scope within education. Our search included SCI-EXPANDED, SSCI, A&HCI, ESCI, resulting in 980 articles collected on February 5, 2020. VOSviewer was used for clustering and visualizing results.

3. RESEARCH FINDINGS

As shown in Figure 1, the number of publications has largely steadily grown before 2014.

Since then, the number of publications has increased rapidly. Our datasets show that in 2019 alone, 217 papers have been published on the topic.
3.1. Main clusters of sources and disciplines

To explore the latest development of AI and Big Data in the field of education, the key publications, disciplines, and keywords are presented as follows.

3.1.1. Clusters of publication sources

Table 1: Detailed information of top publication sources based on bibliographic coupling relationship network

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Journals</th>
<th>Disciplines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#4</td>
<td>(11) Academic Medicine, (16-2) Medical Teacher, (21-1) Medical Education</td>
<td>Health Care Sciences &amp; Services, Education &amp; Educational Research*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5</td>
<td>(17-5) Instructional Science, (20-4) Programmed Learning &amp; Educational Technology</td>
<td>Psychology, Education &amp; Educational Research*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6</td>
<td>(17-1) Journal of Chemical Education</td>
<td>Chemistry, Multidisciplinary, Education &amp; Educational Research*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#7</td>
<td>(19-2) International Journal of Engineering Pedagogy</td>
<td>Education &amp; Educational Research*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first and main “multidisciplinary” cluster #1 can be seen at the center of Figure 2, in red color, with top journals such as (1) International Journal of Emerging Technologies in Learning, (2) Computers & Education, etc. Cluster #1 is also between the cluster #2 (in green) and cluster #3 (in blue).
Figure 2 Visualization of top publication sources based on bibliographic coupling relationship network.

The second main “education technology” cluster #2 can be seen at the lower-left part of Figure 2, in green color, with top journals such as (3) British Journal of Educational Technology. In contrast to the multidisciplinary cluster #1, cluster #2 is more concentrated on education research. Note that education research appears in all clusters by design.

The third “information science” cluster #3 can be seen at the upper-left corner of Figure 2, in blue color, including innovation and business education journals such as (14-3) Eurasia Journal of Mathematics Science and Technology Education, (18-3) Education for Information, (20-2) Decision Sciences-Journal of Innovative Education, (21-7) Journal of Education for Business, etc.

The fourth “health care” cluster #4 can be seen at the left corner in yellow, including (11) Academic Medicine, (16-2) Medical Teacher, (21-1) Medical Education. The fifth “psychology” cluster #5 can be seen in purple on the right side of Figure 2. For the rest, specific single-item clusters include cluster #6 (chemical education) and cluster #7 (engineering pedagogy).

It is noteworthy that overall the IEEE and ACM journals take up the main space of cluster #1, whereas the education technology ones while being central, are relatively secondary in cluster #2.

3.2. The main cluster of author keywords

To analyze the emerging topics in this field, Figure 3 shows the research findings based on author keywords, showing five clusters of topics. The top three clusters, in red, green and blue, respectively, take up the central space.

Figure 3 A map based on bibliographic keyword co-occurrence (author keywords)
The green “Big Data” cluster contains topics such as evaluation, adaptive learning. Note that it is close to the yellow “learning analysis” cluster that includes topics such as sociology, prediction, privacy. The blue “machine learning” cluster relates to topics such as data mining, online education, academic, classification. The red “AI” cluster includes topics such as intelligent systems, interactive learning, neural network, automated, collaboration, etc. In-between the “Big Data” cluster, the “machine learning” cluster and the “AI” cluster lies the purple cluster of “data science”, including topics such as NLP (natural language processing), and text analysis.

3.3. Emerging topics in details

Based on the above clustering outcomes, we further used the Python scripts we developed to identify emerging topics in each cluster.

The first and main “multidisciplinary” cluster #1 discusses a wide range of topics such as learning analytics, intelligent tutoring systems, collaborative learning, interactive learning environments, cloud computing, Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs), etc.

The second main “education technology” cluster #2 also includes topics such as learning analytics, MOOCs as cluster #1, but its focus on personal learning is relatively more significant. Apart from that, the remaining clusters have much more sparse research subjects.

4. CONCLUSION

The purpose of this article is to provide a roadmap to visualize the current research fronts of big data and AI research in education. Based on our systematic mapping of 980 articles in the WoS database, we have found that there has been a significant increase in publications since 2014, and specific research fronts have been described.

Among the 7 clusters of publication outlets, chief among them are multidisciplinary, education technology, and information science clusters. Other smaller specialty outlets such as health care, psychology, chemical education, and engineering pedagogy. The main research topics include learning analytics and MOOCs. The “multidisciplinary” cluster contains work on intelligent tutoring systems, collaborative learning, interactive learning environments, etc., whereas the second “education technology” cluster features topics such as personal learning. The findings above indicate that educators and education researchers expect the increasing impacts of AI and big data on learning. In particular, the “data science” cluster, including topics such as NLP and text analysis appear to be important in bridging these keyword clusters. Future work can look at the development of social or human-centered data science. The data-driven and digital transformation aspects of our everyday life present both possibilities and risks for learning. Especially when the outbreak of COVID-19 has led to the closure of schools, affecting over 91% students worldwide[6], the AI and big data applications in education must contribute to the digital efforts such as distance education solutions and recommendations as effective and meaningful response to the situation, so as to improve the learning environments and outcomes. Although the findings presented here may be limited in-depth, they nonetheless lay the groundwork with a systematic mapping, so that educators, researchers, and policymakers can use as a roadmap to identify both opportunities and risks in the recent rapid development of the research fronts of education-related AI and big data.
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